The nonlinear propagation through porous media is investigated in the framework of Biot theory. For illustration, and considering the current interest for the determination of the elastic properties of granular media, the case of nonlinear propagation in "model" granular media ͑disordered packings of noncohesive elastic beads of the same size embedded in a visco-thermal fluid͒ is considered. The solutions of linear Biot waves are first obtained, considering the appropriate geometrical and physical parameters of the medium. Then, making use of the method of successive approximations of nonlinear acoustics, the solutions for the second harmonic Biot waves are derived by considering a quadratic nonlinearity in the solid frame constitutive law ͑which takes its origin from the high nonlinearity of contacts between grains͒. The propagation in a semi-infinite medium with velocity dispersion, frequency dependent dissipation, and nonlinearity is first analyzed. The case of a granular medium slab with rigid boundaries, often considered in experiments, is then presented. Finally, the importance of mode coupling between solid and fluid waves is evaluated, depending on the actual fluid, the bead diameter, or the applied static stress on the beads. The application of these results to other media supporting Biot waves ͑porous ceramics, polymer foams, etc.͒ is straightforward.
I. INTRODUCTION
The acoustics of granular media has been widely investigated among different fields such as geophysics, underwater, or airborne acoustics ͑sound proofing, shock wave absorption, etc.͒. Recently in physics, granular materials have attracted a strong interest because they exhibit unusual behaviors.
1,2 These behaviors are sometimes comparable to glassy media, from the point of view of the aging process, for instance, 3 or regarding the prediction of the soft modes and their relation to the boson peak. 4, 5 The transition from one state to another, and, in particular, the unjamming transition from a solid-like to a fluid-like phase, is intensively studied. 6 One key point for the related experimental and theoretical investigations is to obtain the elastic properties of the granular materials. Their geometrical properties being better characterized thanks to several existing methods such as x-ray tomography, ␥-ray transmission, and iso-index optical imaging, for instance. 3 In this context, acoustic waves are the only one able to probe accurately the elastic properties in the bulk of three-dimensional media and should contribute to the experimental characterization of the aforementioned processes.
Frequently, due to the complexity in behaviors and structures of granular media ͑sand, sediments, etc.͒ and due to the subsequent lack of realistic modeling, it is of interest to study ''model'' granular media such as disordered packings of noncohesive spherical beads of the same size. In this type of model media, there exists a characteristic scale, the diameter d of the beads, and one can use a constitutive law at the level of the contacts such as the Hertz or the HertzMindlin contact laws. 7, 8 The intrinsic nonlinearities ensure a parameter of quadratic nonlinearity for these media 100-1000 times larger than in homogeneous fluids and solids. 9 As a consequence, various nonlinear acoustic effects have been observed for moderate excitation amplitudes. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] They are able to give complementary information on the elastic properties of model granular media. In particular, nonlinear waves exhibit a preferential sensitivity to the most weakly stressed contacts of the granular packing 14, 16 ͑a distribution of contact stresses exists due to the disordered structure of the granular packing 17 ͒ compared to the linear waves. The results on the elastic wave propagation in the solid frame of model granular media contain several features, such as a dependence of longitudinal and shear wave velocities on the applied static pressure, 18, 19, 14 a frequency dependent attenuation, a velocity dispersion, multiple scattering effects at wavelengths of the order of the bead diameter, 19 memory effects, 20 hysteresis, 10 response fluctuations, 4 dynamic dilatancy, 14 and nonlinearities. Most of the studies on wave propagation through model granular media either consider the propagation through the solid network, neglecting the saturating fluid, or consider the propagation through the fluid phase saturating the rigid bead packing, which is assumed to be motionless.
For waves propagating in the fluid saturating the bead packing, the equivalent fluid model ͑i.e., the solid is motionless͒ has been successfully applied to the case of longwavelength propagation in air saturating glass beads, for instance, [21] [22] [23] and provides the evaluation of useful parameters for the present work. Theoretical investigations on airsaturated granular media in the frame of the equivalent fluid model have also been performed. 24, 22, 25 Nonlinear effects a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: vincent.tournat@univ-lemans.fr have been investigated in this equivalent fluid model approximation in the case of intense sound waves. 26 For shorter wavelengths, becoming of the order of the bead diameter, scattering occurs and its modeling for such close scatterers is a hard task even if the geometry is well-known. 27 In water, owing to the lower acoustic energy dissipation than in air, several pioneering experiments have been carried out on the acoustic energy diffusion process and showed that most of the energy transports through water and that the associated waves are multiply scattered by the glass beads. 28 There are only few experiments where both waves in the fluid and in the bead structure have been shown to play a role and to couple. In Ref. 29 , the nonlinear self-demodulation process has been experimentally observed with a transmission toward the air of the frequency component nonlinearly generated inside the solid frame.
The aim of this article is to use the Biot theory, 30, 31 generally applied to linear acoustics, to model the nonlinear propagation in porous media, with an application to granular media. Biot theory describes the deformation of a porous deformable elastic solid in which the nonsolid part is saturated by a compressible fluid. Even if Biot theory is not able to model the behavior of every type of porous materials ͑porous rocks, etc.͒, it has been successfully applied to a wide range of materials 32, 33 using homogenization techniques 34, 35 or volume averaging methods. 36, 37 The application of Biot theory to sound absorbing materials takes its origin in the beginning of 1980s. For acoustical materials, the saturating fluid is air. The description of the viscous and thermal properties of air saturating a porous immobile solid has been a wide research topic and many models have been published. [38] [39] [40] [41] 36 These models consist in introducing a frequency dependent complex density ͑respectively, compressibility͒ to take into account viscous ͑respectively, thermal͒ effects. Extensive details on these aspects can be found in Refs. 38, 42, and 43. In this article, an extension of the Biot theory is first presented to describe the nonlinear acoustic propagation in a nonlinear porous solid, where the motion of the solid and fluid phases with viscous and thermal effects is considered. Inertial and elastic couplings between both constituents are considered. This work is mainly based on two references in the literature 44, 45 about nonlinear wave propagation in porous media. The originality of the present study is first to propose a new formulation to describe the nonlinear Biot wave propagation, which allows for significant simplifications of the existing expressions without any additional assumptions, second to take into account the viscous and thermal effects through Johnson-Allard's models, and finally, to apply the theory to unconsolidated granular media. In the case of interest, the parameters of the Biot theory corresponding to "model" granular media are used, but the theoretical results could be applied to other media supporting Biot waves, such as sediments, porous ceramics, polymer foams, and trabecular bone, 46 possibly with other saturating fluids. After the presentation of the theory, we analyze the effect of second harmonic generation in a one-dimensional geometry for a semi-infinite medium and for a slab configuration. We describe the influence of some parameters on the mode coupling and on the nonlinear effects ͑such as the bead diameter, for instance, or parameters of the solid frame and of the saturating fluid͒. This allows to evaluate the importance of the often neglected effects of coupling in the linear and nonlinear acoustic experiments on model granular media.
II. BIOT THEORY WITH QUADRATIC NONLINEARITY

A. Nonlinear Biot equations inˆu
s ,u W ‰ formulation
Biot theory
31 is able to model the acoustic propagation through homogenized porous media using six fields, which can be, depending on the chosen formulation, the three displacements of each homogenized phase ͑u s and u f , respectively, for the solid and fluid displacements͒ or any free linear combination 30 
Stress-strain relations ͑2͒ are modified in the case of a nonlinear porous material. As mentioned in Sec. I, the nonlinearity of granular media mainly comes from the contacts between beads and is several orders of magnitude higher than in homogeneous solids and fluids. 9 Even at moderate excitation amplitudes, nonlinear effects have been observed. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] As a consequence, in the present case, we neglect Forchheimer's nonlinearity, which has been shown to play a role in some air-saturated porous media at high acoustic levels in the context of a rigid solid frame ͑equivalent fluid approximation͒. 26 A way to consider nonlinear terms in the constitutive laws has been described by Biot 44 and Donskoy et al. 45 and consists in introducing a nonlinear potential H defined by
where the Ī i are the strain invariants associated with the modified strain 45 ij defined by
where = K r / 3 is the fluid compliance coefficient. The strain invariants are The nonlinear constitutive laws with the nonlinear potential H are then written ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ as
These two equations ͓Eqs. ͑7a͒ and ͑7b͔͒ correspond to relations ͑12͒ in Ref. 45 . Equation ͑7b͒ is equivalent to the second relation ͑12͒ of Ref. 45 but one can notice that relation ͑7b͒ has the advantage of involving in its linear part only the divergence of u W instead of the mixture law ١͑w + ␣u s ͒. The use of the in-vacuo stress instead of the total stress tensor of the porous medium implies that the pressure p does not appear in Eq. ͑7a͒ as it is the case for the first relation ͑12͒ in Ref. 45 for the total stress tensor. The problem of elimination of the pressure from t was mentioned in Ref. 45 and does not stand in our formulation of the poroelasticity equations. It is an advantage of the present formulation.
The nonlinear contributions of H to the in-vacuo stress and pressure can be expanded and read as
with P = D +2F and cof͑ ij ͒ corresponds to the matrix of cofactors.
B. One-dimensional problem
Only one-dimensional problems are considered in the following, which implies simplifications that are now detailed for the nonlinear terms. The displacement fields are along the x direction, and all the fields of the problem only depend on x. The space derivation with respect to x is denoted by subscript ,x ͑ ,xx for the second derivative͒. Hence x corresponds to the direction 1 of Sec. II A and directions 2 and 3 are not considered. In this case, the strain invariants read as
and the nonlinear contributions to the stress are
with K = D +6F + G. In the following, the method of successive approximation is used, and the forces corresponding to the nonlinear terms contain only the linear solutions previously computed ͑and denoted with an l index͒ u l s and u l W . Consequently, the pressure p l in the nonlinear terms is defined by relation ͑2͒ and p l =−Mu l,x W . The forces associated with the nonlinear potential are then written as
These two last equations are compared to Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒ of Ref. 45 obtained with ͕u s , w͖ formulation. In comparison, it is important to note the drastic simplifications of the nonlinear forces in Eq. ͑11͒ obtained using our formulation in ͕u s , u W ͖ without loss of generality.
C. Simplifications associated with the stiffness ratio between the solid frame and the frame material
Additional simplifications can be made in the case of granular media taken here as an illustration, and for other porous media supporting Biot waves as long as the following conditions on compressibility are fulfilled. The bead material is much stiffer than the contacts between beads ͑and consequently the solid frame͒, 7 which leads to the following strong inequalities:
Hence, the only remaining nonlinear term in Eq. ͑11a͒ is the one containing u l,x s u l,xx s and the constitutive law ͓Eq. ͑7b͔͒ can be approximated by its linear part.
For model granular media, the quadratic elastic nonlinearity is a reasonably good first approximation 11, 14, 15 as for other porous media, in order to explain the harmonic generation process, at least for some moderate range of excitation amplitude.
13,14 Consequently, we keep this type of nonlinearity as the starting point of the present study. The value of the parameter of quadratic nonlinearity has been measured to be several orders of magnitude higher than in homogeneous fluid or solids, 9, 12 but can vary over a wide range depending on the external conditions of static stress or on the particular bead arrangement, for instance. 48 With the previous assumptions, the one-dimensional equations of motion for a model granular porous medium read as
where c = +2. In the following, the value 2D = 100 c is taken everywhere. Considering this value for the parameter of quadratic nonlinearity, the expansion of the stress-strain relationship up to the quadratic term is valid if ͉u ,x s ͉ Ӷ 1 / 50. In this manuscript, dispersive viscous and thermal effects of the fluid are taken into account based on Johnson et al. 40 and Champoux-Allard 39 models. It is not the case in Refs. 44 and 45. Details on these models can be found in Appendix B.
D. Case of the pure elastic solid
It is instructive to consider the pure elastic solid case, which corresponds to the propagation of a single mode in the solid frame. This allows to compare our results with other studies of acoustic propagation in granular media, which neglect the influence of the saturating fluid. Note that inertial coupling effects with the fluid are taken into account but not the thermal effects, unlike the so-called in-vacuo stress, which neglects completely the saturating fluid. This case is called "elastic" in the following ͑unlike poroelastic for the Biot modes͒, and the comparison of the elastic and poroelastic solutions should reveal the influence of the saturating fluid. The unknown elastic displacement field is denoted by u e and the motion equation ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒ becomes
The method of successive approximations is also applied for this problem and is detailed in Appendix A 2.
III. RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
The method of successive approximations is used to solve the problem of second harmonic generation at the leading order of nonlinearity. 49, 50 It is equivalent to solving a so-called "weak nonlinear" problem, where the nonlinear acoustic effects are quadratic and the nonlinear interactions only take place once for the fundamental wave ͑or primary radiated wave͒. This gives the limit of applicability for this quadratic approximation: the primary wave amplitude should be weak enough so that the nonlinearly generated components ͑such as the second harmonic wave͒ exhibit negligible nonlinear effects themselves.
The first step of this method is to find the solution ͕u l s , u l t ͖ of the linear problem at frequency for which the nonlinearity is omitted. The second step is to write the problem ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒ at frequency 2 and to substitute the solution of the linear problem at frequency in the nonlinear term 2Du ,x s u ,xx s of Eq. ͑12͒. This term then acts as a source term for the second harmonic wave. A second linear problem, at frequency 2, is solved. Simple mathematics shows that the solution of this problem is the superposition of the particular and the general solutions. It is important to note that in this weakly nonlinear quadratic approximation, no nonlinear effect on wave speed ͑in average over a wave period͒ and attenuation occur. 49 
A. General form of the solutions
It is straightforward by the methods of characteristics 38, 31 to show that the solution of the linear problem at frequency is a superposition of two compressional waves, where the solid and total displacements read as
where u 1 , u 2 , u 1 Ј, and u 2 Ј are coefficients determined by the boundary conditions of the problem, and k 1 and k 2 are the wave numbers of the two compressional waves. For each one of these modes, i is the ratio of the total displacement amplitude over the solid one. Their expressions are given at the end of Appendix B.
The particular solution of the problem at 2 can be written in the following forms:
where 2k 3 = k 1 + k 2 , 2k 4 = k 1 − k 2 , and ␣ i and ␤ i are obtained through an identification method presented in Appendix A. The form of the general solution of the problem at 2 is quite similar to the linear solution
The double dot symbol "¨" denotes the 2 values of the coefficients ͑for example, k 1 corresponds to the wave number of the first Biot wave at cyclic frequency 2͒. The ␥ i are amplitudes determined by the boundary conditions for the nonlinear solution of the problem at 2.
B. Case of a semi-infinite porous medium
The case of a semi-infinite porous medium is first considered. Accordingly, there is no counter-propagating wave.
This imposes that the amplitudes u 1 Ј and u 2 Ј are zero. A sinusoidal displacement with amplitude u 0 and frequency is imposed at x = 0 on the solid and the fluid. The associated boundary condition is consequently u s l ͑0͒ = u t l ͑0͒ = u 0 . 38, 47 Then, u 1 and u 2 are solutions of the following system: 
͑18͒
which solutions read as
For the particular and general solutions of the problem at 2, the prime coefficients associated with the counterpropagating waves are also zero. This corresponds to consider only cumulative nonlinear effects. Local nonlinear effects, neglected in this theory, could in principle allow for the generation of counter-propagating second harmonic wave, but with a much lower efficiency. The particular solution is obtained using the method in Appendix A. The boundary conditions relative to the nonlinear displacements are the nullity of the solid and total displacements at x = 0. Hence, ␥ 1 and ␥ 2 are solutions of
͑20͒
and their expressions are
In Fig. 1 , the magnitude of the acoustic stress at a 10 cm distance from the source is plotted as a function of frequency. The excitation displacement at x = 0 is imposed in the form u = u 0 sin͑t͒ with u 0 = 0.001ϫ 2 / , which corresponds to an imposed strain amplitude independent of frequency and of realistic magnitude of 3 ϫ 10 −5 for a medium without dispersion. This is also close to the efficiency of wide-band ultrasonic transducers in experiments. 51 The stress in the solid frame s ͑supported by the beads and their contacts͒ and the fluid pressure p both contribute to the total stress t . The pure elastic stress is denoted by e . Linear and nonlinear stresses, corresponding here to the contributions at frequencies and 2, respectively, are plotted separately for clarity because the linear stress is most of the time dominant over the nonlinear one for this process of second harmonic generation. The linear stresses are indexed with l while the nonlinear stresses are indexed with "nl."
For all the figures in this article, when it is not specified, the wave and medium parameters are those in Appendix B. These parameters are chosen in agreement with available experimental results 51, 14, 15 for weakly stressed granular packings of glass beads. The equivalent fluid parameters of the glass bead packing and their scaling laws with the bead radius are mostly taken from Ref. 21 ͑see Appendix B͒. The longitudinal wave velocity in the solid frame in the long wavelength limit is 200 m/s. It decreases with frequency as observed in sand and model granular media, and due to the absence of models of velocity dispersion in disordered threedimensional bead packings, the dispersion law of a onedimensional granular chain is used. The corresponding wavelength is 2 cm at 10 kHz ͑ten times larger than the bead diameter͒ and ϳ0.7 cm at 30 kHz. Due to the occurrence of scattering, the limit of applicability of the Biot theory is reached for the highest frequencies of the plots. However, this frequency limit of applicability can be increased if the coherent wave is considered by performing a spatial averaging of the acoustic field ͑over different configurations of the medium or by transducers with a sensitive surface larger than the wavelength, for instance͒. Scattering in this case would result in additional attenuation and velocity dispersion.
The linear elastic stress l e monotonously decreases in magnitude with increasing frequency because of the attenuation proportional to . Such as in a homogeneous solid or fluid with a quadratic nonlinearity and an increasing attenuation with frequency, the nonlinear stress nl e first increases with frequency, reaches a maximum, and then decreases. The linear solid stress l s has a different behavior than l e , showing that under the considered conditions, the coupling between the solid frame and the saturating fluid cannot be neglected here. It is possible to define a characteristic frequency f c , from which l s deviates significantly from l e . This corresponds to a crossover between the two Biot waves. Below this frequency, the dynamics is mainly solid controlled, and above this frequency, it is fluid controlled. Around this frequency f c , the solid and fluid waves are of comparable magnitude, and their interferences produce the notch at 13 kHz. It is important to mention that this crossover is not always characterized by a local minimum in l t , as shown in Fig. 1 . The same qualitative behavior can be observed for the nonlinear stresses at frequency 2.
In Fig. 2 , the same quantities as in Fig. 1 are plotted but as a function of distance from the excitation boundary at the fixed frequency of 10 kHz. At small distance from the source, the linear total stress l t is mainly supported by the solid and decreases exponentially with distance as does the pure elastic stress l e for the whole frequency range ͑a linear Linear ͑at frequency ͒ and nonlinear ͑at frequency 2͒ stress magnitudes at a distance x = 10 cm from the excitation boundary in the semi-infinite configuration. s , f , t , and e are, respectively, the solid, fluid, total, and elastic stresses. Indices l and "nl" are, respectively, used for the linear and the nonlinear contributions. Note that the frequency axis indicates the fundamental frequency, i.e., the magnitude for the second harmonic at 2 frequency should be read at . Case of air-saturated elastic beads of diameter 2 mm. decrease in the semilog plot͒. At a distance of approximately 20 cm from the source a crossover occurs: the fluid and solid stresses are of comparable magnitude. For longer distances, the behavior of the total stress is determined dominantly by the fluid properties as it clearly deviates from the behavior of the pure elastic stress l e . The reason of this crossover is that the solid Biot wave is more damped than the fluid wave. Consequently, for long enough distances, the acoustic energy initially injected in the solid is strongly damped, and the only remaining wave, able to propagate in the fluid, releases energy to the solid frame by coupling. The response of the system cannot be accurately predicted by a model, neglecting the solid-fluid interactions, which justifies the use of the Biot theory.
C. Harmonic generation in the slab configuration
The slab configuration consisting of an excitation boundary at x =−d and a rigid boundary at x = 0 is now investigated. The slab configuration qualitatively corresponds to the one used in some available experimental results. 48, 51 The solid and total displacements are imposed and equal at x =−d and vanish at the rigid boundary x = 0. They can be written using trigonometric functions as Both displacements are zero at x = 0 and B 1 = B 2 =0. At x =−d,
which leads to
Note that the solid and total displacements can be written with Eq. ͑14͒ representation as
The particular solution can be obtained with the method in Appendix A. The general solution corresponds to a zero nonlinear displacement at x =−d and x = 0, and its amplitudes are solutions of the system 
It is straightforward to find numerical values of the amplitudes ␥ i using Cramer's method. In Fig. 3 , the stress magnitude at x = 0 for a slab of 10 cm thickness is plotted as a function of frequency. The main difference compared to the semi-infinite case is the presence of resonances both for the linear fluid pressure p l and the solid stress l s , originating from the limited size of the slab. The first resonance of the total stress l t occurs at frequency of 1 kHz, which corresponds to the longitudinal velocity in the solid frame over twice the slab thickness. The higher resonance frequencies are almost multiple of the first resonance frequency but not exactly due to the velocity dispersion ͑see the zoom in the low-frequency region in the inset͒. Due to the increasing attenuation with frequency in the solid frame, these resonances have decreasing maximum values with increasing frequency. For the linear fluid pressure p l , some resonances also occur, but due to the higher contribution of the solid stress compared to the fluid pressure at these low frequencies, there is a competition between the resonances associated with the equivalent fluid slab and the resonances corresponding to the solid frame slab. This results in asymmetric resonance curves, with lower quality factors than for the solid stress. The other features of these transmitted stresses through a slab of porous medium are comparable to the semi-infinite case in Fig. 1 . Note that close to the resonance frequencies, for which the stress magnitudes are higher than in the semi-infinite case, the assumptions of the developed theory could be locally violated. One should notice that these results are in qualitative agreement with experimental results obtained in the same configuration in the context of acoustic probing of the granular compaction process. 48, 51 First, the acoustic transfer function between two transducers placed on opposite sides of the granular container ͑the present granular slab͒ has the same shape as the total stress l t , including the local minimum observed at the crossover for the characteristic frequency f c . The compaction process, which consists in applying vertical discrete vibrations to a cell containing a packing of beads in order to reduce its volume, modifies strongly the solid frame elastic properties but only slightly for the geometrical properties ͑few %͒. What is observed along a compaction process is a strong increase in the acoustic transfer function magnitude of the medium slab for the frequencies lower than f c , corresponding to a region where the solid stress dominates over the fluid pressure, while the acoustic transfer function amplitude for frequencies higher than f c slightly diminishes. In this higher-frequency region, the fluid pressure dominates over the solid stress, and the decrease in the acoustic transfer function magnitude is explained by the few % change in the geometrical properties of the packing.
Considering the nonlinear contributions, we remind that the frequency axis corresponds to the fundamental frequency at ; therefore, the nonlinear magnitude plotted at frequency of 5 kHz, for instance, corresponds to the one of the second harmonic at 10 kHz. In this respect, the observed resonances for the nonlinear stresses are located roughly at each 500 Hz, at least for the first ones, with differences in their magnitudes ͑see the inset in Fig. 3͒ . There is actually a difference when both the fundamental wave at frequency is at a resonance and the second harmonic wave at 2 is also at a resonance compared to the case where only the wave at 2 is at a resonance of the slab. When the fundamental wave is at a resonance of the slab, the nonlinear source term in Eq. ͑12͒ is also at a local maximum in frequency, and the second harmonic wave is efficiently generated. Moreover, due to the almost regularly spaced resonances, the second harmonic wave is itself at a resonance of the slab. This results in a strong resonance for the second harmonic wave, such as frequencies of 1, 2, and 3 kHz. When the second harmonic wave is at a resonance of the slab but not the fundamental wave, the nonlinear source term is not maximum and the second harmonic is less efficiently generated; being at a resonance of the slab, it still exhibits a resonance ͑fundamental frequencies of 500 Hz, 1.5 kHz, and 2.5 kHz, for instance͒ but smaller than in the previous case.
IV. INFLUENCE OF SOME MEDIUM PARAMETERS
In this section, the influence of three medium parameters on the previous results is analyzed: the bead diameter, the fluid properties, and the static stress applied on the granular solid frame, with the fluid static pressure being kept the same.
A. Influence of the bead diameter
The role of the bead diameter on the previous results is difficult to understand completely. To the authors' knowledge, the relation between the bead size and the acoustic energy dissipation in the solid frame is not yet understood. In addition, the relation between the bead size and the velocity dispersion in three-dimensional disordered granular media is not straightforward. However, the bead diameter role on the other parameters of the Biot model is quite well understood in the literature and follows the scaling laws given in Appendix B. Consequently, we choose to keep the same attenuation law in the solid frame and to scale the velocity dispersion law according to its chosen expression for this article, which depends on the bead diameter ͑see Appendix B͒. The nonlinear quadratic parameter D is considered independent of the bead diameter. Considering the current lack of understanding on this aspect, the possible dependence on the bead diameter is beyond the scope of the present article. In the assumptions of the developed model, a modification of D would have the only effect to shift up or down the nonlinear stress magnitudes proportional to D.
In Fig. 4 , the stress magnitude at x = 0 is plotted for the slab configuration as in Fig. 3 for a bead diameter d = 0.7 mm. The main effect of decreasing the bead diameter is observed on the frequency region where the fluid pressure rules the total stress behavior, i.e., above the characteristic frequency f c . Note that in this region, in contrast to Fig. 3 , the solid stress still dominates over the fluid pressure. The resistivity ϳ d −2 is increased by one order of magnitude when d is changed from 2 to 0.7 mm ͑see Appendix B͒ and the characteristic lengths decrease. This ensures a stronger attenuation of the acoustic energy in the fluid. This is clearly visible when comparing the solid and total stress magnitudes in Figs. 3 and 4 above the characteristic frequency. This behavior has also been confirmed in experiments. 48 For the second harmonic generation, the same remarks apply.
B. Influence of the saturating fluid properties
In order to modify the fluid properties and to stay in a realistic situation from the point of view of the possible experiments, we change the air considered previously for water. We neglect the possible effects of water on the solid frame properties, including the possible lubrication at the contacts, and the consequently modified attenuation law inside the solid frame.
In this case, the main difference is associated with the appearance of a strong asynchronism between the wave velocity in the equivalent fluid, close to that of water ͑ϳ1500 m / s͒, and the much lower wave velocity in the solid frame ͑ϳ200 m / s͒. This was not the case for air where both velocities were comparable.
The consequence is the occurrence of oscillations in the fluid pressure magnitude as a function of frequency in the low-frequency region of the presented results ͑see the inset in Fig. 5͒ . These oscillations are visible here due to the better coupling between the solid frame and the fluid than in Fig. 3 for air, and the characteristic distance between two successive minima is well explained by the difference in the two wave numbers k 1 and k 2 .
Another feature related to the saturating fluid properties is associated with the efficient coupling between water and the granular solid frame. In contrast to Fig. 3 , there is no crossover between a region ruled by the solid stress behavior and a region ruled by the fluid pressure behavior as a function of frequency. Due to the stronger coupling, the attenuation in the solid frame ͑the one observed for the elastic stress l e ͒ rules the attenuation of the fluid pressure too. Consequently, the solid stress dominates the fluid pressure in magnitude for the whole frequency range in Fig. 5 and is close to the elastic stress. This observation should be checked carefully in experiments in the future because it is in contradiction with the idea that for water-saturated granular media, most of the acoustic energy propagates through water.
C. Influence of the static solid stress
In several existing experimental results, a static stress of the order of 100 kPa is applied on the granular slab. 19, 13, 14 In this case, while the geometrical properties of the packing are almost not modified, the elastic properties of the solid frame are strongly different. The acoustic attenuation decreases both due to decreasing dissipation and decreasing scattering, and the wave velocity increases with some power law, mainly due to the nonlinearity of the contacts. 18, 19, 7, 14 Consequently, in order to take into account an increase in the applied static stress on the solid frame properties, we keep constant the geometrical properties and modify only the real and imaginary parts of the elastic modulus c for the solid frame. We choose Re͑ c ͒ two times larger than previously mentioned ͑corresponding roughly to an increase of one order of magnitude of the applied static stress͒ and a two times smaller Im͑ c ͒. Each parameter is identical to that used in Fig. 3 . Results are given in Fig. 6 . The main effect of increasing the static solid stress is to shift to higher frequencies the occurrence of the crossover between the frequency regions ruled by the solid stress and the fluid pressure behaviors. It means that the higher the static solid stress is, the wider the frequency region dominated by the solid stress is. This effect has been confirmed by recent experiments. 48, 51 
V. CONCLUSIONS
An extension of the Biot theory for nonlinear propagation in unconsolidated model granular media or more generally in porous media supporting Biot waves is presented. The method of successive approximations is used to determine Fig. 3 except that the elastic properties of the solid frame are modified due to the application of a stronger static solid stress ͑100 kPa͒.
the nonlinear solutions for the particular case of a quadratic nonlinearity of the solid. Both linear and second harmonic results can be used in future investigations on the acoustics of granular media. In particular, it has been shown that there exists a crossover frequency between a solid-controlled and a fluid-controlled behavior. This result can guide future experiments on the probing of the acoustical properties of granular packings, especially in the context where the linear or nonlinear elastic properties of the solid frame are studied. The influence of some medium parameters ͑bead diameter, saturating fluid, and application of a static solid stress͒ has also been studied. Future works among which some are currently in progress concern the study of the nonlinear selfdemodulation process or difference frequency generation, the self-action process, and the consideration of other types of nonlinearities in the solid or in the fluid. The application of the developed approach to other porous media including polymer foams, trabecular bone, 46 or other media supporting Biot waves is in principle possible.
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APPENDIX A: PARTICULAR SOLUTION
This appendix presents a method to calculate the particular solution of Eq. ͑12͒ in the one-dimensional case.
Case of the porous media
The spatial derivatives of the solid displacement field ͓Eq. ͑14͔͒ are The particular solution reads as 
APPENDIX B: PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL
This appendix provides the expressions of the inertial and constitutive parameters of the model for a circular frequency . The geometrical and physical parameters of the equivalent fluid model have been derived previously in the literature for air saturating disordered packings of solid spheres. 21 In the general case they depend on the fluid properties and on the bead diameter.
The density terms are
where is the porosity, s is the frame material density, 0 is the interstitial fluid density, and ␣ ϱ is the geometric tortuosity. 12 accounts for the interaction between the inertia forces of the solid and fluid phases. The apparent coupling density can be introduced in the form 12 = 12 − b j .
The viscous effects are modeled through the following coefficient:
where ␣ is the dynamic tortuosity defined by
Here, is the flow resistivity, a is the dynamic viscosity of the saturating fluid, and ⌳ is the viscous characteristic length. The equivalent density eq and the coupling coefficient ␥ are then given by
͑B4͒
The thermal effects are introduced through the dynamic compressibility 
͑B5͒
where ⌳Ј is the thermal characteristic length, Pr is the Prandtl number, P 0 is the ambient pressure, and ␥ is the specific heat ratio of the fluid.
The compressibility of the fluid M is then obtained as
The porosity of the medium can be evaluated for random close packings of spheres 3 as Ӎ 0.4Ϯ 0.04. The tortuosity for disordered packings of beads is evaluated as ␣ ϱ = 1.36 and is independent of the bead diameter. The thermal characteristic length reads as ⌳Ј = d / 3͑1−͒. The viscous characteristic length is estimated as ⌳ Ӎ ⌳Ј / 3. The flow resistivity is =4 a F / ⌳ 2 , where F = 3.4 is a formation factor independent of the bead diameter.
In summary, the bead size scaling laws for the equivalent fluid parameters are ␣ ϱ ϳ ϳ F ϳ d 0 , ⌳ ϳ ⌳Ј ϳ d 1 , and ϳ d −2 .
Concerning the parameters of the solid frame, they are much less characterized and can vary by several orders of magnitude depending on the applied external conditions and the state of the packing. They have been chosen here to correspond to the experimental conditions of some available experimental results, 48, 51 i.e., a weak external static stress of ϳ3 kPa, giving a measured wave velocity of ϳ200 m / s at low frequencies. Due to the existing velocity dispersion in experiments, we considered an elastic modulus for the solid frame of the form c = c0 ͓͑ / c ͒ / arcsin͑ / c ͔͒ 2 + i c0 . The real part corresponds to the dispersion relation of a onedimensional granular chain 52 with c = d / 2 ͱ c0 / s , c0 = 60 MPa, and s = 1500 kg/ m 3 . The imaginary part is chosen to be proportional to the frequency in order to increase with frequency. Another dependency can in principle be chosen. A value of =4ϫ 10 −6 provides an attenuation close to the one observed in experiments. 48, 51 Note that these dispersion and attenuation laws may not fulfill the KramersKronig relations and this could provide causality problems if the results obtained in the frequency domain in this article are transformed into the time domain.
The two compressional waves of the porous medium are defined by their wave number k i and the ratio i of the total displacement over the solid one. They are defined by
